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Abstract
Wepresent a density functional theory (DFT) based supercell approach formodeling small polarons
with proper account for the long-range elastic response of thematerial. Our analysis of the supercell
dependence of the polaron properties (e.g., atomic structure, binding energy, and the polaron level)
reveals long-range electrostatic effects and the electron–phonon (el–ph) interaction as the twomain
contributors.We develop a correction scheme forDFTpolaron calculations that signiﬁcantly reduces
the dependence of polaron properties on theDFT exchange-correlation functional and the size of the
supercell in the limit of strong el–ph coupling. Using our correction approach, we present accurate all-
electron full-potential DFT results for small polarons in rocksaltMgOand rutileTiO2.
1. Introduction
The electron–phonon (el–ph) interaction is fundamental tomaterials. Itmediates, for example, the excitation of
phonons in response to electronic excitations, which is especially pronounced in polarmaterials. These phonon
excitations can stabilize a lattice distortion around a single excess charge (electron or hole). The excess charge
and its accompanying lattice distortion are then referred to as a quasiparticle ormore speciﬁcally as polaron. The
formation andmigration of polarons determine the properties of functionalmaterials, such as their catalytic
[1, 2] and photovoltaic [3] behavior. The direct observation of polarons in experiments, e.g. with electron-
paramagnetic resonance [4], UV/IR spectroscopy [5], or scanning tunnelingmicroscopy or spectroscopy [6] is
difﬁcult, and computational studies are required to interpret the experimental data correctly. In this work, we
develop a newmethod that addresses challenges faced in computationalmodeling of small polarons inmaterials
with strong el–ph coupling, in particular in oxides, with density functional theory (DFT).
Polarons can be classiﬁed by their size as quantiﬁed by the extent of their total wave function (electrons and
ions). Large polarons are delocalized over several unit cells and usually appear, if the el–ph interaction is weak.
Such polarons wereﬁrst investigated by Fröhlich [7], who identiﬁed the Fröhlich coupling constant Fro"hlicha [7]
as good indicator for the el–ph interaction strength. In contrast, small polarons aremainly localized on one
atomic site and formwhen the el–ph interaction is strong. Intermediate polarons [5] cover the size range in
between. Pioneeringwork on small polarons was performed byHolstein [8], but taking only short-range
interactions into account. Oxides fall into the intermediate to strong coupling regime, i.e., 1Fro"hlicha > . For
instance, forMgO Fro"hlicha is 4.4 and for rutile TiO2 2.2.We therefore expect small polaron formation in both of
these oxides. However, sinceMgO andTiO2 are strongly ionic, the distortion of the ionic lattice can be long-
ranged in violation of the polaron classiﬁcation scheme. Such polarons inwhich the excess charge is localized,
but the lattice distortion effects long-ranged, are referred to as small Fröhlich polarons. Figure 1 illustrates the
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Todescribe small Fröhlich polarons accurately in computationalmaterialsmodeling, both long- and short-
range interactions have to be treated appropriately. How to accomplish this task inDFT calculations that employ
supercells, whose extend is typically smaller than the ionic lattice distortions, is the subject of this paper. Since
small polarons can be regarded as a special type of a point defect, our study is also useful for point defect
calculations of this type, which have so far eluded a reliable theoretical treatment.
The paper is structured as follows. In section 2we derive the electrostatic and the el–ph contributions to the
elastic long-range response of amaterial to a localized excess charge.Wewill then use this derivation to develop a
correction scheme that removes artiﬁcial interactions from the supercell approach to obtain polaron properties
in the dilute limit. In light of our new understanding, we analyze shortcomings of previous polaron approaches
in section 3. In section 4, we demonstrate the efﬁciency of our approach for hole polarons inMgOand electron
polarons in rutile TiO2.
2. Elastic long-range behavior
DFT in combinationwith the supercell approach has become themethod of choice for the ab inito calculation of
point defects in solids. However, the supercell approach suffers from ﬁnite-size effects, especially for charged
defects. Theseﬁnite-size effects include the interaction of the excess chargewith its periodic images, with the
compensating constant background charge introduced to keep the unit cell neutral, andwith the periodic
constraint on the atomic relaxation. To overcome theseﬁnite-size limitations, two strategies are commonly
used: (a) extending the supercell and extrapolating to the dilute limit based on a scaling law, or (b) applying an
a posteriori correction. For (a) only general knowledge about the size dependence is necessary. For example, the
formation energy of a charged defect in the bulk as a function of the supercell size L (L=Ω1/3, whereΩ is the
supercell volume) can bewritten as an inverse powerlaw:
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where E ¥( ) is the formation energy in the dilute limit. This scaling lawwas derived byMakov and Payne [10].
The disadvantage of this procedure is that at least three supercell calculations of increasing size are needed toﬁt
E ¥( ) in equation (1), which is computationally very demanding, especially if atomic relaxations are included5.
Conversely, approach (b) requires an appropriate physicalmodel for the long-range interactions in the solid.
If only the electronic response to the excess charge is considered, its long-range contribution to the energy is
described by a termproportional to r1 ¥ (e.g. [12]). However, if the ionic response cannot be neglected, the
problembecomes challenging, and so far this case has not been solved. It has been suggested that the long-range
elastic contribution is similar to the electronic one, butwith the high-frequency dielectric constant ¥ replaced
by the static one ò0, i.e., the long-range potential behaves classically like 1/ò0r. However, corrections based on
Figure 1.TheKohn–Sham eigenstate densities (black solid lines) along the c-axis for (a) the hole polaron inMgO and (b) the electron
polaron in TiO2. The blue dashed lines represent the envelope rdr ( ) of the densities. The obtained polaron radius is 1.3Åand
2.1ÅforMgO andTiO2, respectively. For details see appendix A. The isosurfaces shown in the insets encompass 0.95 of the polaron
density. Red nodes represent oxygen, greenmagnesium, and silver titanium atoms. The geometries are optimizedwith the Sadigh et al
approach [9]using the PBE functional.
5
Alternatively, it is possible to embed the central region in the pristine crystal via aGreen’s function approach (see e.g. [11]).
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this assumption generally overestimate E ¥( ), especially for vacancies. This overestimation has two reasons.
First, the aforementioned long-range behavior is a crude approximation, neglecting all details of the underlying
phonon structure. Second, short-range screening can bemuchmore efﬁcient due to the strong coupling of the
excess charge to localized phononmodes close to the defect. As a result, long-range screeningwill be different
from∼1/ò0r. The approachwe present here formodeling polarons is therefore not directly applicable to defects
that induce strong lattice distortions (e.g. vacancies). Themodeling of such defects will be addressed in a
subsequent publication. In the followingwe analyze the screening effects for the small polaron in detail and show
that only in the strong-coupling limit of the el–ph interaction the substitution of ¥with ò0 is a good
approximation.
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where kdr ( ) is the Fourier transformof rdr ( ).
To obtain a corresponding expression forV el ph‐ we ﬁrst have to introduce additional assumptions. First, we
will focus on ionic crystals. Second, we only consider the interaction of an electronwith a single phonon at a
time, neglecting higher-order contributions. Third, we assume that the adiabatic approximation (factorization
of the electron and phononwave functions) and strong el–ph coupling limit ( 4Fro"hlich a ) are applicable.With
these assumptions the long-range part ofV el ph‐ reduces to [13]:
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‐ , the el–phmatrix elements, was recently derived byVerdi andGuistino[14]:
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where ν labels the phononmode, kw n is the corresponding phonon frequency of ionκwithmassMκ. Z*k is the
Born effective charge tensor and e kkn ( ) are the phonon eigenvectors of the dynamicalmatrix.
Equations (4) and(5) describe the scattering of all phononmodes with ρd. Thus, the long-range behavior of
the el–ph interaction depends on the phonon structure across the entire phononBrillouin zone, and the elastic
behavior is not captured by the classical 1/ò0r limit. If we only consider the interaction of ρdwith a single
dispersion-less longitudinal-opticalmodeωLO, we recover the limit of the Fröhlich el–ph interaction in the
strong-coupling limit.With the Fröhlichmatrix element (for the anisotropic case we refer to [15]):
k k k k
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A similar expression for the electron–lattice interaction potential was previously derived by Pekar [16], assuming
that the lattice polarization can described classically. Upon substituting equations (7) and (3) into (2), weﬁnally
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The el–ph potential given by equation (7) is an upper bound and, consequently, equation (8) is also an upper
bound. This explains why any correction based on equation (8) overestimates the actual limit.We ﬁnd that,
despite the approximations wemade, kV lr ( ) in equation (8) is still appropriate for polarons in the intermediate
coupling regime (1 4Fro"hlich a ). Vice versa, our derivation illustrates ways to improve the long-rangemodel
for polarons and charged point defects, if needed, since all assumptions are clearly deﬁned.
6
In this work by elastic potential wemean the sumof theHartree potential of the excess charge and the potential from the ionic response to
this charge.
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Based on the knowledge of the long-range behavior, the errors due toﬁnte size of the supercell can be
corrected using a posteriorimethods, such as themethod of Freysoldt et al [12]. For technical details we refer to
[12, 17]. Generalizing the Freysoldtmethod to an arbitrary interaction potential rV ( ) and anisotropicmedia (in
the standard approach of Freysoldt et al, rV r1 = ¥( ) ), the correction for the interaction energy is obtained as
the difference between the energy of the artiﬁcial lattice of charged defects, Elatt, and the energy of an isolated
defect, Eiso:
G G k k k
E E E
V q V q
1 1
2
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‐ ‐ or the sumof both, and kqd ( ) is the Fourier transformof the excess charge
distribution, and q is the total charge. A summary of the Freysoldt et al correction scheme including themeaning
of the alignment termsqΔV can be found in the appendix C. Taking into account qΔV, the corrected energy is
obtained as:
E E E q V . 10corr¥ = W - W + D( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Having derived the correction for the elastic contribution, we can apply it to the polaron problem and investigate
the effects of the two parts in equation (2) separately.
3. The polaron in a supercell
3.1. The charged supercell
An important property of a polaron is its binding energy
E E N E N1 1 , 11bind
polaron perf= -  ( ) ( ) ( )
where the energies have not been corrected forﬁnite-size effects, yet. The plus in Ebind
 corresponds to electron
removal (hole polaron), while theminus sign corresponds to electron addition (electron polaron). Epolaron is the
total energy of the distorted system (polaron geometry),Eperf the total energy of the undistorted system. The
number of electrons in the system are given in parenthesis, withN corresponding always to the neutral system. A
negative Ebind
 indicates an energy gain and a stable (self-trapped) polaron.
In the followingwe focus on the hole polaron for brevity, since only small adjustments of the formalism are
needed for the electron polaron case. The simplest way to calculate the polaron binding energy is
straightforward: in equation (11)Epolaron (Nm1) is computedwithDFT and full structure relaxation in the
charged supercell. To ease the systemout of possible high symmetry conﬁgurations an initial symmetry-
breaking distortionmight have to be applied. Finite-size effects are expected to be small, since the elastic long-
range interaction falls off with 1/ò0r and the static dielectric constant ò0 is usually large (10) for ionic crystals
(however, as demonstrated and explained below, the dependence of the polaron binding energy deﬁned by
equation (11) on the approximations in the exchange-correlation functional is strong). The supercell
dependence ofEbind
+ forMgO is shown inﬁgure 2, panel (a), wherewe usedHSE06 hybrid functional [18, 19]
with the fraction of exact exchangeα=1 (denotedHSE06(α=1); see section 4 formore computational
details).Weﬁnd a small hole polaronmainly localized at the central oxygen atom. The displacements of the
nearest neighbors are of the order of 0.1Åand decaying fast away from the center. The shape of the excess
charge density distribution is p-like. For sufﬁciently large supercells, when the long-range regime is valid, the
dependence of the binding energy on the supercell size L becomes 1/ò0L. From the slope of E L1bind
+ ( ) at 1/
L=0we obtain ò0=10.32, in good agreement with the experimental static dielectric constant forMgO
ò0=9.8.
Next, we calculate the correction for the artiﬁcial electrostatic interaction due to the periodic arrangement of
the holes and their interactionwith the constant background, using equation (9)with the potential r1 ¥ . To
model the excess charge density rdr ( ) needed here and for followingﬁnite-size corrections, we ﬁt the envelope of
theKS eigenstate density (decays exponentially for a localized state)with an exponential function
A r rexpmodel 0r g= - -( ∣ ∣ ), whereA is a normalization constant, r0 is the center of the polaron, and γ the
ﬁtting parameter corresponding to the polaron radius (see appendix A). Additionally, we calculated the
alignment termΔV in equation (10) between the charged, neutral, andmodel (i.e., including themodel excess
charge density compensated by a constant background charge) systems following the approach outlined in [17].
After this correction, according to equation (2) the remaining contribution is due to the long-range el–
ph interaction. This contribution is shown by the blue line inﬁgure 2, panel (a). The line is almost perfectly
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straight, and the slope is equal to 0.321 0
1 - =¥- - , where ò0=10.32 is taken from the ﬁt of Ebind+ presented
above, and 2.4 =¥ is obtained from an independent calculation7. This analysis explains the role of different
long-range interactions in equation (2) in the supercell dependence of polaron properties.
Thus, the approximations in equation (7)workwell forMgO,which is expected since it has only one
longitudinal optical phononmode, strong el–ph coupling, and is an isotropicmaterial. However, we ﬁnd that
the polaron binding energy deﬁned by equation (11) is extremely sensitive to the approximations in the
exchange-correlation functional. Figure 2, panel (b), shows the dependence of the binding energy on the fraction
of exact exchangeα in theHSE06 functional.Within a small range±0.05 ofα around the standard value (0.25)
the binding energy changes by about 0.5 eV. This leads to a qualitative change in small polaron stability, from a
stable self-trapped polaron (negative binding energy) to an unstable small polaron (positive binding energy).
This strong functional dependencemakes even a qualitative assessment of the existence of a self-trapped
polarons impossible. Several approaches have been suggested in the literature for determining the correct or at
least optimal value ofα [20–26]. Herewe focus on restoring the IP theorem [22] as a consistentDFT-based
solution of the problem.
In (exact)DFTwithin the scope of Kohn–Sham (KS) scheme the vertical ionization potential IP should be
equal to the negative of the highest occupiedKS state energy εho in the system:
E N E N NIP 1 , 12hoe= - - = -( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
where E(N−1) andE(N) are total energies of the ionized andneutral system, respectively. In this workwe refer
to this relation as IP theorem, but it is also know asHOMO-I condition [20] orGeneralizedKoopmans’ theorem
[22], and is directly related to the straight-line dependence of the total energy on occupation of the highest-
occupied state [27] or the fact that the position of εho is independent on its occupation. Equation (12) is always
correct for any extended (delocalized) state, as was already pointed out by Janak (1978) and extended to the case
of the generalizedKS scheme by Perdew et al [28]. However, for a given density functional approximation (DFA)
equation (12) does not necessarily hold, if the orbital is localized, unless the satisfaction of the straight-line
condition is explicitly included in the design of the functional. The deviation from the straight lineΔXC(α) is
described by two contributions to equation (12):
E N E N N1 , , 13ho XC XCe a- - = - + D D = P + S( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
with the self-interaction errorΠ causing a convex curvature of the total energy as a function of occupation, and
the orbital relaxationΣ a concave curvature. The optimalα=αoptminimizing the XC error [21, 29] is then
determined from the conditionΔXC(αopt)=0.
The IP theorem (equation (12))was originally proven forﬁnite systems, and transferring it to a solid with
periodic boundary conditions needs special care. For anyﬁnite supercell with volumeΩ the energy of the
artiﬁcial electrostatic interactions due to the periodic arrangement (Ecorr
el st W( )‐ , obtained using equation (9)with
potential from equation (3)) has to be removed fromE(N−1):
Figure 2. (a) Supercell dependence of the polaron binding energy and exchange-correlation error forHSE(α=1). The atomic
positions are fully relaxed for each supercell size by optimizing the geometry of the charged cell. (b)Dependence of the polaron
binding energies on the fraction of exact exchange. The ﬁxed geometry of the 3×3×3 supercell fromﬁgure 1, panel (a) is used and
binding energies for different fraction of exact exchange are calculated.
7
The dielectric constant ¥was obtained byﬁtting the formation energy with equation (1) for the unrelaxed doubly charged oxygen vacancy
inMgO for three different supercell sizes.
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E N E E N N1 , 14corr
el st
ho XCe a- - W - = - + D( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )‐
since it would only vanish in the limit of an inﬁnite supercell. Combining equations (14) and (11), we get:




XC a= + + D+ ( ) ( )‐
where Ecorr
el st‐ stands for the artiﬁcial electrostatic interaction energy for the distorted geometry, since for the
perfect geometry it is zero. The quantity
E E E 16bind
0 polaron
0= D - ( )
is calculated using only neutral unit cells, with the energy of distortion fromperfect to polaronic geometry
E E N E Npolaron polaron perfD = -( ) ( ) and the polaron level energywith respect to theVBM
E N N0 ho
polaron
VBM
perfe e= -( ) ( ). According to equation (15), when XC aD ( ) is zero, Ebind0 represents the polaron
binding energy corrected for the artiﬁcial electrostatic interaction.
The use of equation (14) to determine the optimal fraction of exact exchangeαopt implies aﬁxed external
potential of nuclei. However, the IP theorem is expected to be valid for a range of ionic displacements, as long as
the leading orbital character of the adiabatic ground state does not change. This is the case for the polaronic state,
whose character is tied to the character of the corresponding band edge. The fact that XCD is independent of the
supercell size (see ﬁgure 2(a)) supports this hypothesis, since XCD would be sensitive to changes in the shape.
Ebind
0 is shown in ﬁgure 2, panel (a), as red line (top-most line), where the optimized polaron geometry of the
charged supercell is used. Note that, despite including only quantities calculated using neutral unit cells, Ebind
0
has a strong dependence on the unit cell size. As discussed below, this dependence is due to the interaction of the
ionic relaxations in different unit cells. Taking the difference between the blue and the red lines, weﬁnd that the
exchange-correlation error XCD is practically independent on the unit cell size (green line inﬁgure 2, panel (a)),
starting from the smallest supercell with 64 atomswe have considered. This implies that XC aD ( ) in equation (14)
could be calculated even in the smallest supercell in order to estimate opta a= and then reused for any larger
supercell. For obtaining the optimized opta a= wehave to remove Eel st W( )‐ from the binding energy Ebind+ and
determine the intersectionwith Ebind
0 . The result is shown inﬁgure 2, panel (b), andwe obtain 0.48opta = .
Since the dependence onα is not linear, at least three different values ofα have to be calculated to estimate opta .
Additionally for each value ofα the dielectric constant ¥ has to be calculated. Thus, the simulation of the
polaron in a charged supercell is computationally demanding, since it is extremely sensitive to the underlying
functional. In the next subsectionwe demonstrate an approach to overcome this problem.
3.2. The neutral supercell
Asmentioned above, Ebind
0 in equation (15) is equal to the polaron binding energy corrected for the artiﬁcial
electrostatic interaction, only when XC aD ( ) vanishes. However, similar to previous work [9, 30]we ﬁnd that
Ebind
0 is far less sensitive to the underlying functional than Ebind
+ , as can be seen forMgO inﬁgure 2, panel (b). The
same is true for TiO2, but the remaining dependence is larger than forMgO (seeﬁgure 3). This has an interesting
implication: Ebind
0 is the polaron binding energywithmost of the exchange-correlation error removed. The
reason for the insensitivity of Ebind
0 on the functional remains unclear [9], but it seems to beneﬁt from the
character of the closed electron shells.
As a consequence, evenwith PBEweﬁnd a stable self-trapped hole polaron inMgO,which is not the case
when charged supercells are used. Also, weﬁnd that the polaron level with respect to the band edge (E0),
calculated using a neutral supercell, is insensitive to the functional, as can be seen inﬁgure 4(a). A stronger
functional dependence ofE0 is expectedwhen the character of the polaronic state or states of the band edges are
sensitive to the functional.
Using Ebind
0 for calculating polaron binding energies has beenﬁrst implicitly introduced by Zawadski et al
[30]. The independence of Ebind
0 on the functional has been discussed by Sadigh et al [9]. In their work, Sadigh
et al have also suggested away to obtain forces for a polaronic distortion directly using Ebind
0 potential-energy
surface (PES). This facilitates the calculation of accurate elastic response to the excess charge at the level of a
hybrid functional, but at the cost of a PBE calculation.
Thus, using the Ebind
0 PES instead of charged supercells allows us to signiﬁcantly reduce the functional
dependence. Naively, onemay expect that the supercell dependence is also reduced, since only neutral supercell
calculations are performed.However, this is not the case. As can be seen from ﬁgure 2, panel (a), the dependence
of Ebind
0 on the supercell size ismuch stronger than in the case of charged supercells. This dependence is due to
the artiﬁcial interaction between ionic relaxationﬁelds in different supercells. Indeed, the E Ebind corr
el st-+ ‐ and
Ebind
0 supercell dependence are practically identical and correspond to the long-range part of the el–
ph interaction potential given by equation (7) in the strong el–ph coupling limit. This understanding allows us to
introduce an a posteriori correction Ecorr
el ph- calculated using equation (9)withV Vel ph
lr= - of equation (7), which
removes the dependence of Ebind
0 on the supercell size. To remove the artiﬁcial interaction terms, we use the
approach of Freysoldt et al [12, 17], but for a different long-range potential, namely the one given by
6
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equation (7). This new correction scheme relies on the assumption of a strong el–ph coupling, but, as
demonstrated below, works reasonably well also for intermediate coupling regimes.
The polaron level E0 also depends on the supercell size. Because of special properties of the small polaron in
the adiabatic strong-coupling limit, it is possible to relate the polaron binding energy to the polaron level, in
accordancewith Pekar’s 1:2:3:4 theorem [31] . It follows from the theorem that (see details in appendix B):
E E E2 . 170 0 corr
el ph¥ = W + ⋅ W( ) ( ) ( ) ( )-
Thus, the correction toE0(Ω) in a ﬁnite supercell is expected to be about twice as large as for the polaron binding
energy calculated using neutral supercells. Indeed, this is whatwe observe forMgO (seeﬁgure 3, panel (a)),
where the absolute value of theE0(L) slope is almost exactly twice of the absolute value of the Ebind
0 slope. For
TiO2, the relation between theE0(L) and Ebind
0 dependencies deviates from the one derived fromPekar’smodel
(see ﬁgure 3, panel (b)) due to aweaker el–ph coupling, as discussed in detail in section 4.
Figure 3.The polaron binding energy Ebind
0 (equation (16)), the polaronKS level E0 with respect to band edge, and the relaxation
energy EpolaronD forMgO (left panel) and rutile TiO2 (right panel). The x axis is given in units of the cubic root of the unit cell volume
Ω0. The PBE polaron binding energies corrected for theﬁnite-size effects are shown by square symbols. The solid lines show linear
least-squares ﬁt for different energy components andDFT approximations. For all supercells the atoms are relaxed according to the
approach described in the text.
Figure 4. (a)The dependence of the hole polaron level calculated in the charged (blue line) and in the neutral (black line) 3×3×3
supercell ofMgO.N corresponds to the number of electrons in the neutral system. Clearly, the black line tracks theVBM for the entire
range ofα, and therefore gives a better description of the polaron level than in the explicitly charged system. (b)The polaron binding
energies Ebind
0 obtainedwith theDFT supercell approach, in comparisonwith different solutions of Fröhlich’sHamiltonian. The pairs
of points connected by the dashed lines represent theDFT results in the dilute limit for the small polaron inMgO andTiO2.
7
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In summary, we ﬁnd that in this approach the dependence on the exchange-correlation approximation is
drastically reduced, but the ﬁnite-size effects are signiﬁcantlymore pronounced.However, these effects, caused
by the el–ph long-range potential (equation (7)), can be corrected using the approach of Freysoldt et al, but with
the potentialVel ph
lr
‐ . Thismakes possible usingmoderately sized supercells and semi-local functionals to predict
polaron properties, as demonstrated in the next section.
4. Polarons in rocksaltMgOand rutile TiO2
Building on theﬁndings and understanding obtained in the previous sections, we formulate our approach for a
reliable calculation of polaron properties:
(i) We obtain the atomic structure of the polaron using the PBE functional (corresponding to HSE06(α=0)),
where the forces for the atomic relaxation being evaluated according to the approach of Sadigh et al [9].
(ii) HSE06(α=1) calculations (as a limiting case) are performed for the ﬁxed geometries obtained with PBE.
This allows the estimation of the functional dependence for the systems.
(iii) The polaron binding energies are calculated using equation (15). The ﬁnite-size correction for the binding
energy is calculated using equation (9)with the potential from equation (7). The correction for the polaron
level is calculated as twice the correction for the binding energy.
The different sign of the correction for the hole polaron versus the electron polaron (compare panels (a) and (b)
inﬁgure 3) is explained by the fact that the equation for the electron afﬁnity has to be used for the electron
instead of the ionization potential for the hole.
We use the hybrid-functional implementation [32] in the all-electron full-potential electronic-structure
package FHI-aims [33–35]. The evaluation of forces and total energies are computedwith FHI-aims using the
default light settings, to obtain consistent results for all unit cell sizes. As is shown in the supplementary
information (SI) is available online at stacks.iop.org/NJP/20/033023/mmedia, using default tight settings,
which are the recommended settings for well-converged calculations, does not affect the results for the smallest
supercell. As a demonstration, we apply our new approach to polarons inMgOand rutile TiO2. For the cubic
8-atomMgOunit cell we use a lattice constant of a=4.211ÅobtainedwithHSE06 (α=0.25), and a
Γ-centered 8×8×8 k-grid. The number of k-points for each direction is scaled down linearly for larger
supercell sizes. For the tetragonal 6-atomTiO2 unit cell we use a=4.64Åand c=2.97Åobtainedwith the
PBE functional and a 9×9×15 k-grid. Due to onemore degree of freedom the positions of the atoms are
optimized, too, using the PBE functional (for details see SI).
The results for a hole polaron inMgO and an electron polaron in rutile TiO2 are shown inﬁgure 3. For every
supercell sizewe allow all atoms to relax to obtain the full elastic contributionwithin the cell. The corrected Ebind
0
values for each supercell are shown for PBE. For the Freysoldt et al correctionwe used the radii obtained by
ﬁtting theKS eigenstate densities as it is demonstrated inﬁgure 1 for the 3×3×3MgO, panel (a) and
3×3×5TiO2 supercell, panel (b). The variation of the polaron radius is only small with the fraction of exact
exchange (see SI) and is not affecting the contribution of the Freysoldt et al correction. Clearly, the supercell size
dependence of Ebind
0 for bothMgO andTiO2 agrees verywell with the behavior corresponding to the el–ph long-
range contribution described by equation (7). Asmentioned above, the Frölich coupling constant Fro"hlicha is
equal to 4.4 forMgOand 2.2 for TiO2. Thus,MgO is better described by Pekar’s potential equation (7), and the
size-corrected binding energy practically coincides with the binding energy obtained from a linear extrapolation
to the dilute limit. For TiO2, the corrected energy deviates (surprisingly only slightly) from the extrapolated one
(within 0.05 eV), reﬂecting approximations in Pekar’smodel. Also, the functional dependence of the energies is
stronger for TiO2, indicating a larger contribution of the short-range effects to the binding energy. Additionally,
we observe that the atomic structure is sensitive to the functional as well demonstrating limitations of obtaining
polaron atomic geometries with only the PBE functional, even on the PES corresponding to Ebind
0 , which ismuch
less sensitive to the approximations in the functional than the PES of a charged supercell. This sensitivity is
connected to delocalization errors andmissing static correlation originated in the d-orbitals. However, the
changes in the geometry as a function ofα are still small, andwe use the conﬁgurations of the perfect system
obtainedwith PBE.Weﬁnd ﬁnal polaron binding energies in the dilute limit−0.38...−0.58 eV forMgOand
−0.14...−0.41 eV for TiO2, where the range indicates changes inα from0 to 1. For the polaron level with
respect to the band edgewe ﬁnd 1.42...1.74 eV forMgO and−0.86...−1.44 eV for TiO2. These results remain
both qualitatively and quantitatively consistent across a broad range of functionals generated by varying the
fraction of exact exchange. This consistency is remarkable when compared to previous theoretical studies,
especially for TiO2, since it was either shown that the small polaron formation is expected only for a certain range
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of a parameter, e.g. forDFT+U [6, 36] orHSE(α) [37], or it was demonstrated only for a speciﬁc value of a
parameter, e.g. forHSE(α=0.25) [38]. Additionally, it is interesting to note that contrarily to anatase TiO2
[39, 40] small electron polarons do form in rutile (see ﬁgure 1(b)). However, we could not ﬁnd a stable small hole
polaron in rutile.
One of the advantages of ourDFT approach for calculating polaron properties over Fröhlich’sHamiltonian
is that the ionic lattice is considered explicitly in our polaronmodel. Such a description is particularly
appropriate for small polarons that are of interest here. TheDFT approach is based on the adiabatic (Born–
Oppenheimer) approximation. As such, in the strong-coupling limit, it physically corresponds to Pekar’s
polaronmodel, the adiabatic static description of polarons, where the polarization of the lattice is treated
classically. Figure 4, panel (b) shows a comparison of theDFT results forMgOandTiO2with Pekar’smodel and
other approximate solutions of Fröhlich’sHamiltonian. Pekar’smodel predicts smaller (in absolute values)
polaron binding energies compared toDFT. Considering that in Pekar’smodel (as well as in Fröhlich’s
Hamiltonian) the electron (or hole) only interacts with a single phononmode, it is not surprising that Pekar’s
solution only provides an upper limit to the polaron binding energy. The el–ph interaction for the small polaron
includes couplings to almost all the phononmodes throughout the Brillouin zone, leading to a further
stabilization of the polaron in our simulations. TheDFT results are close to Feynman’s approximate solution of
the FröhlichHamiltonian [41]. However, Feynman’smodel includes quantumﬂuctuations and non-adiabatic
effects [42], not accounted for in ourDFT approach. Thus, on the one hand the comparison between Pekar’s and
Feynman’s approximate solution shows the signiﬁcance of possible non-adiabatic effects for polarons in oxides.
On the other hand, by comparing Pekar’s solutionwith ourDFT results the importance of the proper
microscopic treatment of the lattice polarization is illustrated.
Tomake a connection to experimentally accessible quantities, in particular photoluminescence (PL)
measurements, accurately predicting the position of the polaron level is important. Since the quantities obtained
with the neutral PES Ebind
0 areweakly dependent on the underlying functional, the fraction of exact exchangeα
can be used to tune the gap Egap to recover the experimental band gap. Themain PL peak due to the small
polaron formation can be expected at:
PL E E . 18gap 0= - ∣ ∣ ( )
ForMgO the experimental band gapwasmeasured to 7.8–7.9 eV [43], which can be simulated by a fraction
α=0.4. Based on ourHSE06(α=0.4) calculations, the PL peak should be at 6.3±0.1 eV. Cathodolumines-
cence experiments [50] assign a peak at 6.9 eV to a self-trapped exciton, but is not clear whether the signal is due
to excitons (or polarons) in the bulk or trapped at surface defects. For TiO2 a fractionα=0.2 is needed in order
to reproduce the experimental band gap of 3.0eV [44], and the corresponding PL peak is predicted to be at
2.1±0.1eV. This is in good agreementwith experimental ﬁndings of PL=2.34 eV for rutile powders [45] or
directmeasurements of the polaron levelE0=0.7±0.1 eVwith scanning tunneling spectroscopy [6]. It should
be noted that the lattermeasurements likely refer to subsurface oxygen vacancies, and hence the agreement with
our resultsmay be fortuitous.We note that the results provided here only represent an upper limit for the
polaron level or lower limit for the PL peak, since neither ﬁnite-temperature nor non-adiabatic effects are taken
into account.
5. Conclusions
In this work, we developed a new approach for ﬁrst-principlesmodeling of small polarons inmaterials using
DFT supercell calculations. Because on the one hand, the standard charged supercell approach allows us to
obtain polaron properties in the dilute limit (formoderately largeﬁnite supercells and values of ò0 ﬁnite-size
errors can be even neglected), but the results strongly depend on the underlying exchange-correlation
functional. On the other hand, the approach of Sadigh et al [9] signiﬁcantly reduces the dependence on the
functional, but, as we demonstrate, introduces a strong dependence on the supercell size.We show that the large
ﬁnite-size errors in the latter approach are due to constraints imposed on the elastic response to the excess charge
by the periodic boundary conditions, and suggest away to correct the errors forﬁnite supercells. The correction
relies on the validity of Pekar’smodel [16] for the long-range response, based on approximations corresponding
to the adiabatic strong (in Fröhlich’s sense) el–ph coupling limit. As a result, our approach allows us to obtain
polaron properties in the dilute limit and at the same time reduce the exchange-correlation errors, so that even
semi-local functionals can be used to reliably estimate polaron level, binding energy, and atomic structure. For
more accuratemodeling of polaron effects on PL inmaterials, the use of hybrid-density functionals ormethods
beyondDFT, such as theGW approach [46–48], is still necessary.
We apply the developed approach to small polarons inMgOand rutile TiO2.Weﬁnd that the hole polaron
inMgO indeed behaves as Pekar’s polaron at the long-range, as expected based on the large value of Fröhlich’s
constant. For electron polarons in TiO2, our approach alsoworks surprisingly well, considering theweaker el–
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ph coupling in thismaterial. Our all-electron full-potential results support the existence of a small electron
polaron in rutile TiO2 in agreementwith previouswork [6, 37].
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AppendixA. Pekar’s polaron and its relation toKS eigenstates
The objective of the appendix is to showhow analytical polaronmodels are connected to the actualmany-body
problem treatedwithDFT. Especially, the relation of the polaronwave function to the highest occupied (ho) or
lowest unoccupied (lu)KS state is discussed below.
Pekar’s polaronmodel [16] can be derived from the FröhlichHamiltonian [7] in the adiabatic static strong
coupling limit, as was shown for example byDevreese [13] (see also citation in it for original works). In this limit,







3òk= - F ¢- ¢ ¢( ) ∣ ( )∣∣ ∣ ( )‐
which is the classical response of a polar dielectric to an extended charge distribution. The inverse dielectric
constant 1 1 0
1 k = -- ¥- - describes the polarization of the rigid ions in themediumby the electron or hole. For
simplicity, here we assume an isotropicmedium (the dielectric response is described by a single constant). Let us
regard equation (A.1) as a perturbation of the perfect system Hperf—i.e. the single-electronHamiltonian, where
the electron has been placed at the bottomof the conduction bandminimum (CBm) CBmf with energy CBme of
the non-interacting system (this is the scenario for the electron polaron):
H . A.2perf CBm CBm CBmf e f= ( )
Following theKohn–Luttinger perturbation theory [49] the solution of:
H V E A.3perf el ph+ Y = Y( ) ( )‐








Y = F ( )
where E0 andΦ are obtained from the solution of the effectiveHamiltonian of the chargewith an effectivemass
















+ F = F








( ) ( ) ( )
‐
with the effectivemassm* from theCBm.With equation (A.5)we recover the original problemof Pekar’s
polaron andE0 is the energy of the bound (polaron) state relative to the conduction-band edge for the case of an
electron polaron.
Equation (A.5) does not containmicroscopic details. However, it can be regarded as describing asymptotic
el–ph interaction far away from the localized part of the excess electron charge distribution and, thus,Φ(r) is the
asymptotic solution of equation (A.5). According to equation (A.4),Φ(r) represents the envelop of the original
electronic statefCBm and is expected to decay exponentially with distance. The electronKS eigenstate lu
DFTf
corresponding to Nlue ( ) in theDFT calculation at the distorted (polaron) geometry is the polaronwave function
Ψ. Thus, the envelop of lu
DFTf shows the localization of rdr ( ) needed for the correction scheme equation (9) in
order toﬁt rmr ( ). An example of rdr ( ) calculatedwithDFT and the ﬁtted envelope rmr ( ) is shown inﬁgures 1(a)
and (b) forMgOandTiO2, respectively.
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Appendix B. Pekar’s 1:2:3:4 theorem
For arbitrary coupling constants in the FröhlichHamiltonian:
H H H V , B.1Fro"hlich kin,eff ph el ph= + + ( )‐
with theHamiltonian of the phonons Hph, it has been shown [31] that there exist ﬁxed ratios of the effective
kinetic energy Ekin,eff , lattice distortion (phonon ﬁeld) energy EpolaronD , the polaron state energy E0, and the el–
ph interaction energy Eel ph‐ :
E E E E: : : 1 : : 3 : 4, B.2kin,eff polaron 0 el ph Fh aD - - = ( ) ( )‐
where η depends on the value of Frölich coupling constantαF. In the limit of strong el–ph coupling ( Fa  ¥),
the polaron energy is dictated by the polarization of the lattice, and η approaches 2. From this it follows:
E E E E E E
1
2
, B.3bind kin,eff polaron el ph kin,eff el ph= + D + = + ( )‐ ‐
E E E . B.40 kin,eff el ph= + ( )‐
Equations (B.3) and(B.4) clearly show the dependence of the binding energy and the polaron level on the energy
of the el–ph interaction. The latter energy is the one that remains to be corrected for the artiﬁcial supercell
interactions, and thus the correction for the polaron level has to be twice of the correction for the binding energy,
which leads to equation (17).
However, these ratios equation (B.2) are only based on an effective single-particlemodel (equation (A.5)). In
ourmicroscopic (DFT)model, additional (short-range) contributions to the energy components and deviations
of η2 lead to violation of the above ratios. In particular for TiO2 the ratios are not preserved.However, for
MgO,where the Fröhlich constant is 4.4, indicating indeed a strong el–ph coupling, the ratios are close to the
ones found by Pekar, and the polaron level and binding energies calculated from themodel are close to the ones
fromDFT calculations, as described in the text.
AppendixC. Freysoldt et al correction scheme forﬁnite-size effects in a nutshell
A repeating point in this paper is the correction ofﬁnite-size effects for supercell calculations. For completeness
we present themain ideas of the correction scheme proposed by Freysoldt et al [12, 17]. Starting point is the
simulation of a charged point defect in an otherwise pristine crystal causing a localized excess-charge
distribution ρd. It is assumed that for a sufﬁcient large supercell the quantumnature of the defect is simulated
properly and only long-ranged interactions do affect the defect potential in neighboring cells. If the long-range
potential possess a Fourier-transformation, e.g. as shownhere forVel st
lr
‐ (equation (3)) andVel ph
lr
‐ (equation (7)),
then, it is possible to correct the biased energies a posteriori. For this, to have simple evaluable sums and integrals
Freysoldt et al suggest tomodel ρdwith a simple isotropic function ρm, such as an exponential or aGaussian (the
ﬁtting of ρd by ρm is demonstrated in appendix A). The actual detailed excess-charge distribution is not necessary
to know andwould change the correction only negligibly. (As Freysoldt et al in their original paper note it is not
even important to imitate the proper localization of ρd as long as the distribution is well-localizedwithin the
supercell.)With this, it is possible to evaluate the lattice sumof the long-range potential (i.e. the potential energy
due to their periodic arrangement):






lrå= W ¹ ( ) ( ) ( )
(for the detailed nomenclature seemain text), where GV ( ) is the Fourier-transform of the long-range potential,
and the sum runs over all reciprocal lattice vectors G Gcut<∣ ∣ . The cut-offGcut has to be chosen carefully to
ensure convergence of the sum. Equation (C.1) is the artiﬁcial energy, which has to be removed from the
regarded energy (e.g. the polaron binding energy or level).What ismissing is the long-range energy of the
isolated defect. This is easily calculated by:
k k kE V q
1
2
d C.2diso 3 òp= ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
and the total correction is given by E E Ecorr latt iso= - . To obtain the desired energy in its dilute E¥ limit the
correction Ecorr W( ) has to be removed from the energy E(Ω) calculated in the supercell of sizeΩ:
E E E q V . C.3corr= W - W + D¥ ( ) ( ) ( )
The last term qΔV is the so-called alignment term andhas to be considered for the following reasons: ﬁrst,
usuallyE(Ω) is calculatedwith respect to a reference system, often the pristine bulk system.Due to defect or the
charge theremight be difference in the potentials for the defect system and the pristine system even far away
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from the defect center. This difference can be obtained by aligning the electrostatic potentials (orHartree
potentials). Second, the absolute position of the long-range potential calculated from ρmmight not be equal to
the one from the original ρd. This differencemust be aligned, too.Hence, in general the term qΔV should
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